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NEW

FEATURES

NEW FEATURES THIS RELEASE

o Added a section in the User Profile screen to list a 
company administrator so users will know who to contact 
to request role assignments or perform other user 
management tasks.

o Changed the Bill From and Bill To fields on Contracts to 
not allow users to type invalid text in those fields.  Users 
will now need to use a search function to find the valid 
information in a list.

o Improved the appearance of the Pole History/Attachment 
History tab when adding or updating a pole asset.

o A function that retrieved values for some drop-lists on 
conversations has been improved to be more efficient.

o The standard pole import and standard pole attachment 
import specifications have been updated to allow import 
of the standard fields used by most customers.  
Additional fields may be imported by setting up a 
customer-specific import specification.

o Upgraded the document service to ensure the application 
is using the latest components.
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BUG

FIXES

BUGS FIXED THIS RELEASE

✓ Updated email validation to prevent errors in the 
browser console and when entering email addresses.

✓ The bottom of the header page was cut off by the save 
button/bar when editing a contract, making it difficult 
to view and edit certain fields.

✓ A phone number field validation was not working 
properly when adding a phone number to a field.

✓ The opacity of the Hawaii HPZ map layer would freeze 
after adjusting zooming or panning in the map view.

✓ The facet for STATE was no longer appearing in the left 
panel of search results.

✓ When adding a note to an asset, the last modified date 
was not being shown as the correct date on the screen.

✓ Dates entered in a conversation field with a two-digit 
year were not properly saved to the database.

✓ Users with Basic licenses were inappropriately given 
access to Export to Excel from search results.

✓ An error occurred when users who did not have access 
to the "Attacher Name" data attempted to Export to 
Excel from the search results.

✓ Selecting values from a drop-down list sometimes 
resulted in blank entries appearing even though the list 
was configured.
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BUG

FIXES

(CONT.)

BUGS FIXED THIS RELEASE

✓ Attempting to add a private document or photo to an 
asset and then cancelling the action would result in the 
selected user/company being listed the next time a 
private document or photo was added.

✓ The right side of a conversation was cut off in Firefox, 
eliminating the up/down scroll bar on certain tabs.

✓ A user with the necessary role was not able to see the 
Combine Documents button in the Documents tab of a 
conversation, pole, contract, or other asset.

✓ Dates in reports were sometimes incorrect when the 
user running the report was in a time zone other than 
Central Time Zone.

✓ The save button did not become visible after editing a 
date value in any of the Accounting reference data lists.

✓ When using the Add To External Calendar function from 
a conversation, the body of the appointment was 
inadvertently truncated in some calendar applications.

✓ Some users experienced an "Account Locked" error 
message immediately after changing their password in 
the User Profile screen.

✓ Some users received an error "Found an unbalanced 
bracket expression" when searching for poles in map 
view.
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BUG

FIXES

(CONT.)

BUGS FIXED THIS RELEASE

✓ Required fields were not enforced in the standard pole 
import, potentially leading to issues with missing data 
values.

✓ The standard pole attachment import both updated an 
attachment record (if one existed) and added a new 
attachment record.  The standard pole attachment 
import no longer allows updates until further 
investigation can be performed.

✓ The standard pole import was not updating existing 
poles as expected.
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